


UX WORKFLOW FOR ENJOYABLE SOLUTIONS

No matter what your project is capable of, if your users won’t understand it, they won’t use it.
The goal of our approach is to create an easily understandable product by looking at the design through 
the eyes of the users. In every step of the design process, we ask ourselves: What would our target 
group think of this? But this is not nearly enough. This is why actually ask people what they think 
about our vision as early in the design stage as possible. When the end product is released, we collect 
feedback and act on it. With this method, the project continuously evolves to always be better!

Through the eyes of a user



BUSINESS APPLICATIONS



IMPROVING AN EVENT

For an event with a great amount of details, quick and easy 
to understand communication of information is a must. ODP 
was an application for the participants of the 2017 National 
Student Parliament. Everything a student must have known 
for a full experience of the weekend was available through 
the application. Also organizers had a common platform for 
communicating changes in schedule, information of public 
interest, etc. 

The platform also had social aspects, after all, it was for 14-18 
year old students, who grew up in the Facebook era. 
This made communication between participants, and also 
between participants and organizers, easy and straightforward. 
This fetature was an idea which came off of a UX 
brainstorming session when talking about the target group and 
was a massive success with the users!

Reaching out to par t icipants
A 21st  century guide



ABSOLUTE SAFETY, ZERO GHOSTING

Endless texting often does not get you to meet the 
desired person. With WRU you can meet in person 
within minutes of matching. 

For people who are in a relationship, WRU is not only 
for finding a date, but for finding new friends! Check in 
to a place, select a status and let everyone know what 
you’re looking for. It can be company for board games, 
or just someone to chat about yesterday’s game next 
to a beer. Main goal of WRU is to bring people together, 
enabling meeting new people in person easily. Safety 
and getting rid of ghosting is our main concern.

WRU - WHERE ARE YOU? 
WHO ARE YOU?

MEET IN PERSON!



BUDAPEST EXPLORE PROVIDING FREE INFORMATION WITH A HINT OF SELF MARKETING



KIOSK APP FOR SNEAKERZ SHOP

We are constantly developing business applications 
for different purposes. The goal can be to boost sales, 
create new oppurtunities for customers, or anything 
your intent may be, we can create a mobile application 
for your company. 

Our skills include UX research and design, UI and 
graphics design, and development. We can implement 
detailed analytics and offer long term support for our 
projects.

SNEAKER CAM
Share your looks



Smart Eye-Saver aims to help office workers eliminate 
health risks that occur while working in front of a 
computer screen.

Employees who use the software receive notices about 
their mandatory breaks, their blinking is tracked through 
a camera in order to preserve the health of their eyes, 
and receive prompts if they are too close to the screen.

Your health is  impor tant!
Even whi le  working

BLINKING EVERY DAY KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY



SUPERVISING WORKFLOW FOR RENDER STUDIOS

Render farm consist of many computers which, in 
ideal conditions, need to work flawlessly 24/7 every 
day. Render Node Monitor provides real-time feedback 
from all nodes in a render farm to fix errors in the 
workflow as soon as they appear. From the website, the 
users can start and stop render tasks or use operating 
system functions with a single click. 

The dashboard shows the statuses of all connected 
computers, what task they work on, and all the 
important hardware statistics. 
RNM comes with a mobile application for iOS and 
Android!

SUPERVISING WORKFLOW 
FOR RENDER STUDIOS
RNM is the solut ion!



MOBILE GAME DEVELOPMENT
AR/VR



The duel vr The Duel is a multiplayer FPS (first person shooter) for the Samsung 
GearVR. You can play against the AI, or even better, challange someone 



This is Castaways, a cartoony adventure game for curious kids and adults alike!



A rhythm-racer set in space which lets you play 
to your music on your device.



A rhythm-racer set in space which lets you play 
to your music on your device.

Our team consists of young agile professionals 
with 5 years of experience working in game 
development with the goal of creating 
functional and captivating games made with 
Unity3D. We are competent in every phase 
of the development cycle, whether be it the 
design, research, implementation, testing or 
publishing.



A puzzle game based on logic and speed in a Rubik-like fashion.



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
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